To analyze given object shapes, it is necessary rst to model the shapes and then to analyze the models. This paper proposes a method of modeling and analyzing twodimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) shapes based on singularities. First, a function is dened on an object. The object is then modeled by the distribution of the singularities of the function. Finally, the extracted singular points are analyzed by a Reeb graph together with wavelets for multiresolution analysis. The applications of the method include analysis of botanical leaf shapes and human facial expressions.
Introduction
To understand the essential properties of given data of object shapes, it is necessary to abstract them. The data is often given in the form of mesh data and equi-height contours in the case of terrain shapes, and cross-sectional images in the case of CT or MRI of human organs. To abstract such shape data, we have proposed a method based on singularities [15] .
The basic idea is to dene a function on the object and use the singularities of the function to abstract the object shape. First, let us take an example of a function k : x ! k(x) dened on a curve parameterized by x. In this case, the singular points are the maxima, minima and the inection points of the function k. The singular points represent the global structure of the curve. Let us take another example of a three-dimensional (3D) solid object. In this case, we dene a height function h on its surface with its height axis in the z-direction. h gives the height of a point P located at (x; y; z) on the object surface; i.e., h(P ) = z. The singular points of the function h are the peaks, passes and the pits of the object surface. We represent the A singular point is said to be nondegenerate if the Hessian matrix H of the function is at its full rank. The number of negative eigen values of H is called the index of the singular point.
The singular points are closely related to the topology of the object, and hence suitable for abstracting its shape (see [15] for more details). In a word, the singular points work in a similar way as the vertices, edges and faces of polyhedra; i.e., they represent the topological skeleton of the object. To be more precise, in the case of a function dened on the 2D surface, a singular point with index 0 is a pit, and it corresponds to a vertex of a polyhedron. A singular point with index 1 is a pass, and it corresponds to an edge. A singular point with index 2 is a peak, and it corresponds to a face.
This paper explains how to use the abstraction method of shapes by singularities for various types of data: bounding curves, equi-height contours, cross-sectional images, surface normals and mesh data. The applications that can be covered are the analysis of botanical leaf shapes, terrain shapes, human organs, and facial expressions.
A 1D Case: a Bounding Curve of a 2D Region
Given a 2D region of an image, we can extract its bounding curve. It is a closed 1D curve. This representation can be used for modeling the shapes of botanical leaves such as the ones shown in Fig. 1 .
Let the boundary of a leaf be represented by a planar curve (x(s); y(s)) parameterized by the arc length s. We call it the contour in this section. When the curve is twice dierentiable (C 2 -class), we can dene its curvature as follows. First, the tangent t(s) is dened by t(s) = (x 0 (s); y 0 (s)). The normal n(s) is a unit vector in the direction of t 0 (s). Finally, the curvature k(s) is given by t 0 (s) = k(s)n(s); i.e., k(s) = x 0 y 00 0 x 00 y 0 . A contour is characterized by the extrema of its curvature. In other words, we abstract the global structure of the curve by the singular points of The global structure of the contour is coded by the singular points as follows. First, we divide the contour into sections [9] . A section is a portion of the contour. Each section contains an extremum of k. Its end points are either the inection points or the midpoint of the extremum it contains and the extrema of its adjacent sections. The sections are labeled as X :
X is \M" for a maximum and \m" for a minimum. is the sign of the curvature at the left bounding point of the section, is that of the extremum the section contains, and is that of its right bounding point. Fig. 2 shows an example of the sections. The contour is coded by a cyclic sequence of labels. We denote the code of the contour by T = fS i g 1iN where N is the number of sections.
To represent the geometrical shape of the curve more precisely, we add to the codes of Leyton [9] the values v of its extrema, the length of the section relative to the contour length, and the relative position p of the extremum in the section (0 p 1).
Shape similarity of the bounding curves
After coding the shapes of the contours, we can compare the shapes based on the codes [19] . For this purpose, we dene the shape similarity of two contours whose codes are T 1 and T 2 , respectively. First, we dene a mapping between T 1 and T 2 .
Denition.
The mapping M(T 1 ; T 2 ) between the two codes T 1 = fS 1;i g and T 2 = fS 2;i g is a nondecreasing sequence f i g 1in1 where 1 i n 2 , n 1 is the number of the sections of T 1 , and n 2 is that of T 2 . The i-th section S 1;i of T 1 is mapped to the i -th section S 2;i of T 2 . i j holds when i j.
We then dene a cost of the mapping M as follows. Finally, the shape similarity of the contours is dened as the the minimum cost of the mappings between them; i.e., minfd(M)jM is a mapping between T 1 and T 2 g: Note that the smaller the value is, the more similar the shapes are.
Multiresolution analysis of the singular points
When we use the shape similarity dened above, it sometimes happens that the two contours are judged to be very dierent although they look similar in shape. The cause lies in the fact that the aforementioned shape similarity does not distinguish between small and big undulations of the curves.
To extract the global characteristics of the contours discarding the small undulations, we use the multiresolution analysis. The wavelets and their corresponding scale functions are suitable for the multiresolution analysis because they allow the modular decomposition and reconstruction of the shapes. Given a set of n contours and their codes T i (s) where i = 1; :::; n, we search for a scale above which they look similar and below which they look dierent. The scale is called the characteristic scale in this paper. First, we compute the average of the costs of mapping T i (s) to the other codes T j (s 0 j ) ( j = 1; ::::; n and j 6 = i). Here, s 0 j is chosen so that d 0 (T i (s); T j (s 0 j )) is minimum for each j. It is denoted by p(s); i.e.,
We then compute the variance of p i (s); i = 1; :::; n at any scale s. Below a certain scale value, the variance is small and above the scale value, the variance increases rapidly. Such a scale is chosen as the characteristic scale.
The values of p(s) of the sample leaf contours including the ones shown in Fig. 3 are ilustrated in Fig. 4 . The reconstructed shape of the contours at the characteristic scale is shown in Fig. 5 .
A 2D Case: Equi-height Contours
An equi-height contour (or a cross-sectional contour) at the height c of a 3D object can be regarded as a set of points whose values of the height function h are the same: fPjh(P) = cg. In other words, it is a connected component of the inverse image h 01 (c). The equi-height contours are very often used for representing terrain shapes. When we extract contours bounding regions in the cross-sectional images of objects such as CT and MRI, the same representation can be used. When we measure the surfaces of 3D objects using the Moir e topography, the measurements are obtained as equi-height contours.
The singular points of the height function h dened on an object represented by equi-height contours can be easily detected. First, we scan the object from top to bottom. When the cross section contains a peak, a new contour appears below the section. When it contains a pass, contours are merged or split. When it contains a pit, a contour disappears below it.
The change in the contour structure as we scan the object is represented by a graph called the Reeb graph. In the Reeb graph, a contour is represented by a point (see Fig. 6 ). A singular point corresponds to a vertex of the Reeb graph (see [15] and [16] for more details). The Reeb graph represents the topological skeleton of the object.
We can reconstruct the Reeb graph from the equi-height contours [16] . After that, it is possible to interpolate the contours smoothly. We have proposed a method to reconstruct the object surface from the contours using a homotopy [17] ; i.e., the surface to be reconstructed is generated as the locus of the smooth transformation of the upper contour to the lower. 4 . Another 2D Case: Surface Normals
The data of object surfaces are given as the surface normals at each point on the surfaces when, for example, we measure the objects by the photometric stereo method [20] . It measures the direction of a surface normal at a point on the object surface by casting a light from several directions and by measuring the intensity of the reectance assuming the Lambertian reectance.
We have proposed a method called the lighting switch photometry (LSP) [13] to measure human facial shapes using a video camera and multiple light sources. Three light sources are switched rapidly in turn and the images are obtained using a video camera. For each light source, the images obtained when it illuminates are interpolated to obtain the intermediate images at a given instant. Three images with dierent light sources are computed for each instant. Assuming the Lambertian reectance, the normal vector at each point on the face at a given instant is computed from the intensity of the corresponding pixels of the three images. Even if the human face moves, the detailed shapes such as the wrinkles on the face can be extracted by this method. The 3D shape of the face at each instant can be reconstructed from these normal vectors using integration iteratively.
We have also presented a method [14] to characterize the facial expressions by the singular points of the height function dened on the face as shown in Fig. 7 . The singular points of the surface can be directly computed from the surface normals because the surface normals are parallel to the axis of the height function at the singular points.
Computation of singular points from the normal vectors
The singular points on the surface of a face are detected using the normal vectors as follows. Let us denote the surface of a face by A. First of all, we consider a plane P perpendicular to the axis of the height function. We dene a map 5 that projects the normal vectors at each point to the plane P . The result of this mapping forms the \needle map". Let t(s) be the tangent vector of the curve c at the point c(s), and n(s) be the normal vector of the face at the point c(s). Now (s) is dened as the angle between 5(t(s)) and 5(n(s)) on the plane P (see Fig. 9 ). If the projected normal vector 5(n(s)) is directed to the interior of the curve 5(c), (s) takes the negative value. Otherwise, (s) takes the positive value. The value of (s) varies as we trace the curve c. We can classify x by the change in the value of (s) ; The point x is a peak if (s) is always positive, a pit if (s) is always negative and a saddle point if the sign of (s) changes four times. Fig. 10 shows the variations of (s) for the peak, pit, pass, and other cases. Here, we assume that the surface is smooth enough so that the classication of x does not depend on the choice of the curve c if c is small enough.
Experimental results
Fig . 11 shows the change in the locations of the singular points on the needle diagram of a laughing face. A square stands for a pass, a black circle for a peak and a white circle for a pit. On the neutral face ( Fig. 11(a) ), there are three peaks and two saddle points. When the face begins to laugh, the number of singular points increases (see Fig. 11(a) and (b) ). It can be also seen that the newly generated singular points are on the upper part of the face and the cheeks. Fig. 12(a) shows the image of another person's laughing face and the distribution of the singular points. Fig. 12(b) shows an angry face. Singular points are found between the eyes. There are, however, none on the cheeks. Fig. 12(c) shows a sad face. It is hard to discriminate the sad face ( Fig. 12(c) ) from the laughing face ( 12(a)) just by looking at the singular points. This is because the both faces have similar wrinkles. In a sense, this tells us a way to distinguish emotional expressions such as being sad and laughing from non emotional expressions. This is also a kind of one level higher abstraction method. Anyway, to discriminate between the two, we need additional information such as the shape of the eyes and the mouth. The distribution of the singular points characterizes the facial expressions as can be seen in these examples. 5 . Another 2D Case: Mesh Data
As stated before, the singular points of the height function h are the peaks, saddle points and pits. The pits and peaks are to be understood as points of the surface at which h has a local minimum and maximum. At a saddle point, h has a minimum when viewed from one direction and a maximum when viewed from another direction. The discrete elevation data, especially the mesh data of terrain surfaces is used in many geographical information systems. We can detect a singular point from the mesh data by comparing its height with the neighboring points [11] . We have proposed the methods to correctly extract the singular points satisfying the Euler formula and to construct the Reeb graph from the discrete elevation data [18] .
Ridges and Ravines
In the previous sections, we have used the singular points of the curvature function and the height function. In this section we consider singularities of the distance function from a generic surface and other surface degeneracies closely connected with them: coordinate independent ridge and ravine lines on the surface.
Let M be a piecewise smooth, oriented hypersurface in the Euclidean space R d . For each point in the space, consider its nearest neighbors in the surface M (there always exists at least one). Let us call by the R-skeleton the closure of the set of all points that have at least two nearest neighbors. The concept of the R-skeleton generalizes naturally the famous medial axis skeleton introduced by Blum [4] . Let M be endowed with an orientation: at any point of M a unit vector normal to M is dened. We call the ridge-skeleton of a given surface M the connected component of the R-skeleton pointed to by the normals, and the ravine-skeleton of a given surface M the connected component of the R-skeleton pointed to by the normals of opposite direction. If M is a closed connected manifold, then M separates R d into two parts, and we can say that the ravine-skeleton is the ridge-skeleton for the complementary part.
It is easy to see that the R-skeleton can be also described as the set of all singular points of the distance function from M. This set of singular points is a curvilinear polyhedron (and hence admitting a CW -complex structure) whose dimension is equal to dim M. We call a point of the R-skeleton boundary if the neighborhood It is natural to dene a ridge (ravine) of M as the set of all points of M that realize local minima of the distance function at the points in the pseudoridge (pseudoravine).
The concepts introduced above reect global surface properties. In [1] we applied this approach for the qualitative description of garment wrinkle branching and vanishing processes. The given denitions, however, are very complicated from the practical computational point of view. For this reason, we need to nd another way to extract the ridges and ravines on a given surface. It turns out possible due to remarkable relations between the singularities of the caustics generated by the normals to a given surface, the R-skeleton, and the principal curvatures of the surface: the pseudoridges and pseudoravines lie in the cuspidal edges of the caustics (ribs, according to the terminology of Porteous [12] ); the surface lines corresponding to the ribs are the loci of extrema of the principal curvatures along the associated principal directions.
The situation on a plane is clear. By a vertex of a given curve in a plane let us call a point where the curvature of the curve takes an extremum value. A vertex of a curve is called a ridge-vertex if the curvature has a local positive maximum at the vertex. A vertex of a curve is called a ravine-vertex if the curvature has a local negative minimum at the vertex. It is easy to see that our denitions of the ridges and ravines in the 2D case as explained above give us the ridge-vertices and ravinevertices respectively. Fig. 13 demonstrates the relationships between the skeletons and the ridge and ravine vertices of a closed smooth curve.
The 3D case is more complicated. For a surface in the three-dimensional space the ridges belong to the loci of the positive maxima of the maximal principal curvature along the associated principal direction and the ravines belong to the loci of the negative minima of the minimal principal curvature along the associated principal direction [2] , [7] . Although even after this local description the direct extraction of the ridges and ravines is a time-consuming procedure the methods proposed in [3] and based on the advanced dierential geometry and singularity theory allow us to overcome computational problems.
The left image of rection as the height function. The Reeb graph is a very useful tool when an investigated object has a distinguished direction [15] . The R-skeleton introduced as above has no options for coding peaks, passes, and pits. For this reason, some modications of the R-skeleton concept are useful in this case. Let us consider all level curves (contours) of a given surface. For each contour let us construct its ridgeskeleton, ravine-skeleton and paste them together. The resulting polyhedron can be used for coding peaks, passes, pits, ridges, ravines, and their disposition. Similar approach is applied in computer vision [5] . Pasting together the ridge vertices and ravines vertices of the contours we come to a new denition of ridges and ravines. A terrain ridge is a connected component of the loci of the ridge-vertices of the contours, a terrain ravine is a connected component of the loci of the ravine-vertices of the contours. These denitions of the terrain ridges and ravines are revisions of the ones introduced in [6] and [8] .
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has proposed a method of coding object shapes based on the singularities. Reconstructing the approximate shapes of the original objects using only the singular points is our current research theme. The investigation of the properties of terrain ridges and ravines is also a theme for our near future research. Sun Microsystems K. K. for oering Sparcstations, Yokogawa Hewlet Packard Co., Ltd. for HP9000, and Silicon Graphics Co., Ltd. for IRIS.
